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Abstract: An entropic origin of gravity is re-visited. Isothermal self-gravitating cloud seen as an
ideal gas is analyzed. Gravitational attraction within the isothermal cloud in equilibrium is balanced
by the pressure, which is of a pure entropic nature. The notion of the Jeans entropy of the cloud
corresponding to the entropy of the self-gravitating cloud in mechanical and thermal equilibrium is
introduced. Balance of the gravitational compression and the entropic repulsion yields the scaling
relation hinting to the entropic origin of the gravitational force. The analysis of the Jeans instability
enables elimination of the “holographic screen” or “holographic principle” necessary for grounding
of the entropic origin of gravity.
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1. Introduction
The origin and physical nature of gravity was subjected to the stormy scientific discussion recently. The discussion was started by the paper by Eric Verlinde in which Newton’s law of gravitation appears within a theory in which space emerges through a holographic scenario [1]. Gravity is identified with an entropic force caused by changes in the
information associated with the positions of material bodies [1-2]. The idea was developed
by Verlinde in the recent paper in which it was demonstrated that the observed dark energy and the phenomena traditionally attributed to dark matter have a common origin
and are connected to the emergent nature of space-time and gravity [3]. The entropic
origin of gravity was discussed and developed in refs. 4-5. In particular it was shown, that
classical Newtonian gravity may be interpreted in terms of an entropic force; it was also
shown that the fact that Newtonian gravity is described by a conservative force places
significant constraints on the form of the entropy and temperature functions [4].
The entropy origin of gravity was criticized in refs. 6-8. Kobakhidze argued that experiments with ultra-cold neutrons in the gravitational field of Earth disprove the entropic
origin of gravitation [6]. Gao argued, in turn, that neither holographic screen nor test particle satisfies all requirements for the existence of entropic force in a thermodynamics system [7]. Yang suggested that gravity can be seen as entropic force only for systems with
constant temperature and zero chemical potential [8].
We conjecture that that the weakest point in the argumentation by Verlinde, resulting
in the relating of gravity to entropy forces is the “holographic screen” which seems to be
a fanciful intellectual construction, to be eliminated due to the “Occam razor”. We demonstrate that the analysis of the Jeans gravitational instability [9-12] supports the entropic
origin of the gravity and enables elimination of the “holographic principle”.
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2. Results
The instability of self-gravitating systems was first studied by Jeans in nonrelativistic Newtonian gravity [9]. It was extended to General Relativity by Evgeny
Lifshitz in 1946 and it is broadly used in modern cosmology to study the evolution of
density perturbations in the expanding universe [10, 13, 14]. We demonstrate that reinterpretation of the Jeans instability enables new insights in the entropy nature of gravity.
Consider the self-gravitating spherical cloud with the mass of M and radius r. The
total self-gravitational energy of the cloud, is calculated in a way resembling the
calculation of the Born energy of the electrically charged particle (ion) [15]. Imagine the
process of gravitational cloud formation by gradually increasing its mass from zero to its
full mass M. At any stage of this process let the mass of the cloud be m and let this be
incremented by dm. The work done in bringing this additional mass, and therefore the
total change in the potential energy of the cloud is given by Eq. 1:
𝑀

∆𝑈𝑔𝑟 = ∫0 𝐺

𝑚𝑑𝑚

=

𝑟

𝐺𝑀2
2𝑟

,

(1)

where G is the gravitational constant. Again, the resemblence of Eq. 1 to the expression
obtained for the Born energy of the charged particle should be emphasized. Jeans
instablity emerges in the self-gravitating cloued when perturbations occurring on the
sufficiently large spatial scale become unstable, such “large” instablities cause the matter
in the cloud to clump together and lead to gravitational collapse [9-14]. The traditional
approach to the analysis of the Jeans instablity implies treatment of the sel-gravitating
cloud as a continuous liquid. Combining of the Euler equation, continuity equation and
the state equation of the self-gravitating liquids yields the following result, the
perturbations with 𝜆 > 𝜆𝐽 become unstable, where the Jeans length 𝜆𝐽 is supplied by Eq.
2:
𝜆𝐽 = 𝑐𝑠 √

𝜋

𝐺𝜌0

,

(2)

where 𝑐𝑠 is the adiabatic sound speed, and 𝜌0 is the density of the unperturbed selfgravitating liquid. he Jeans mass 𝑀𝑖 is the mass contained in a Jeans sphere of radius
1
𝑅𝐽 = 𝜆𝐽 . Note, that the traditional approach to the Jeans insability implies isentropic
2
(adiabatic) flows, i.e. 𝑆 = 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑡 where S is entropy of the self-gravitating liquid [9-14].
In our treatmant to the Jeans instablity we adopt the simple qualitative appoach.
Consider the isothermic (𝑇 = 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑡) spherical homogeneous self-gravitating cloud built
of the identical particles, and assume the constant initial density of the cloud 𝜌0 = 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑡.
Let us see the cloud as an ideal gas. Two opposing physical factors control the behabior
of the cloud. The gas pressure, caused by the thermal movement of the particles
comprising the cloud, tries to expand the cloud, whereas gravitation forces the cloud to
collapse. The balance of these factors controls the physical behavior of the cloud.
Compression the cloud to a radius 𝑟 − 𝑑𝑟 demands work 𝑑𝐴 done against the gas
pressure, given by Eq. 3:
𝑑𝐴 = −𝑝𝑒𝑛 𝑑𝑉 = −𝑝𝑒𝑛 4𝜋𝑟 2 𝑑𝑟,

(3)

where 𝑝𝑒𝑛 is the “entropy pressure”. Labeling of the pressure as the “entropy one”
emphasizes the assumption implying that our self-gravitating cloud behaves as an ideal
gas. Recall, that the pressure emerging under isothermic compression of an ideal gas is of
pure entropic nature: indeed, the internal energy of the ideal gas under isothermic
conditions remains unchanged [16]. The entropic pressure is calculated according to Eq.
4:
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𝑑𝑆

where 𝐹𝑒𝑛 = 𝑇 is the entropic force [16, 17], T and S are the temperature and entropy of
𝑑𝑟
the cloud respectively. During the compression, the gravitational energy is released.
When this energy equals the amount of work to be done on the gas, the critical (Jeans)
mass is attained. Equating the work to the change in the gravitational energy yields:
𝑑𝐴 = 𝑑𝑈𝑔𝑟
𝑇

𝑑𝑆

=

𝑑𝑟
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4

Considering 𝑀 = 𝜌0 𝜋𝑟 3 and substitution into Eq. 6 gives rise to Eq. 7:
3
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Integration of Eq. 7 results in Eq. 8:
𝑆(𝑟) =

8𝜋2
45
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𝑇

+ 𝑆0 ,

(8)

where 𝑆0 is the constant of integration, to be established from the third law of thermody4
namic. Denoting the Jeans entropy Δ𝑆𝐽 = 𝑆(𝑟) − 𝑆0 , considering 𝑀 = 𝜌0 𝜋𝑟 3 and involv3
ing Eq. 1 results in the scaling relations supplied by Eqs. 9-10:
Δ𝑆𝐽 ~
Δ𝑆𝐽 ~

𝐺𝑀2

(9)
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𝑇

Taking along carefully the constants yields the exact equations:
Δ𝑆𝐽 =
Δ𝑆𝐽 =

𝐺𝑀2

(11)
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Consider two equilibrium spherical clouds M, r contacting one another (their centers
are separated by the distance 2r). The total Jeans entropy of the clouds is Δ𝑆𝐽 =
gravitational force acting between clouds equals: 𝑓𝑔𝑟 =
ten as:
5
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. The

; thus, Eq. 11 is easily re-writ-

(13)

Equation 13, which is within an accuracy of a numerical coefficient (which is close to
unity) is an equation describing the temperature-dependent entropic forces [16,17]. We
already adopted the “ideal gas model” for our self-gravitating cloud; thus, the Jeans entropy may be identified with the Sackur-Tetrode entropy of the ideal gas [18]:
Δ𝑆𝐽 = 𝑘𝐵 𝑁𝑙𝑛 (

𝑉

𝑁𝜆3
𝑡ℎ

5

)+ ,
2

(14)

where 𝑘𝐵 is the Boltzmann constant, N is the total number of particles in the cloud, V the
volume occupied by the cloud, and 𝜆𝑡ℎ is the thermal wavelength, which for the ideal
gas is supplied by Eq. 15 (see ref. 18):
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where m is the mass of the particle and ℏ is the Planck constant. In the classical limit
𝑽
𝑵𝝀𝟑
𝒕𝒉

≫ 𝟏 takes place; thus, 𝚫𝑺𝑱 ≅ 𝒌𝑩 𝑵𝒍𝒏 (

𝑽

𝑵𝝀𝟑
𝒕𝒉

) is adopted. Equating this expression to

Eq. 12 yields for the thermal length of the self-gravitating cloud, seen as an ideal gas, the
following expression:
𝟏

𝝀𝒕𝒉 = 𝒏−𝟑 𝒆𝒙𝒑 (−

∆𝑼𝒈𝒓
𝟓𝑵𝒌𝑩 𝑻

) ,

(16)

𝑵

where 𝒏 = is the concentration of particles in the cloud. Quite expectedly, the Boltz𝑽
mann factor relating the total gravitational energy to the thermal one appears in Eq. 16.
3. Discussion
Analysis of the Jeans instability in the isothermal self-gravitating clouds, seen as an
∆𝑈𝑔𝑟

ideal gas shows that the equilibrium Jeans entropy of the cloud scales as Δ𝑆𝐽 ~
where
𝑇
Δ𝑈𝑔𝑟 is the total self-gravitational energy of the cloud. This expression hints to the entropy
origin of the gravity. The analysis of the Jeans instability enables to eliminate the “holographic principle” involved for the grounding of the entropy origin of the gravitational
force. The gravity force acting between two isothermal equilibrium clouds scales in turn
𝜕𝑆

as 𝑓𝑔𝑟 ~ − 𝑇 𝐽 , which is typical for entropic forces [16,17]. Thus, the analysis of the Jeans
𝜕𝑟
instability supports the “entropic origin” of gravity.

5. Conclusions
The novel approach to gravity, seen as an emerging force appearing as a consequence
of the information associated with the positions of material bodies revolutionized the
foundations of physics [4]. This idea suggested by Eric Verlind exploits explicitly the “holographic principle”, implying that the description of a volume of space can be thought of
as encoded on a lower-dimensional boundary to the region (labeled as the “holographic
screen”) [19]. The analysis performed by Verlinde and developed by other investigators
[1-5] demonstrated that gravity is actually a kind of “entropic phenomena”, i.e. forces resulting from the entire system's statistical tendency to increase its entropy, rather than
from a particular underlying fields/interactions acting between physical objects. This idea
was criticized in refs. 6-8 and it is now subjected to intensive and fruitful scientific discussion. We suggest an alternative approach to the problem, based on the analysis of the Jeans
gravitational instability. Jeans instability in self-gravitating clouds appears as an interplay
of two opposite tendencies, namely: gravity induced compression and thermal expansion
due to the random motion of the particles constituting the cloud. We considered isothermal self-gravitating clouds. In the isothermal clouds (whatever is their physical nature)
the thermal pressure emerges as a pure entropic phenomenon; indeed, the internal energy
of the isothermal cloud remains constant [16]. Thus, mechanical equilibrium of the cloud
is seen a balance of the gravity-induced compression and entropy-driven expansion. We
introduced the notion of the “Jeans entropy” denoted 𝚫𝑺𝑱 , i.e. the entropy of the isothermal self-gravitating cloud in thermal and mechanical equilibrium. The analysis of the
∆𝑼𝒈𝒓

equilibrium shows that the Jeans entropy of the cloud scales as 𝚫𝑺𝑱 ~
where 𝚫𝑼𝒈𝒓 is
𝑻
the total self-gravitational energy of the cloud. This expression supports the “entropic
origin” of gravity; however, our analysis enables elimination of the “holographic principle” [19]. We also consider gravity interaction between two isothermal equilibrium iso𝝏𝑺

thermal clouds; the Newton gravity force scales in this case as 𝒇𝒈𝒓 ~ − 𝑻 𝑱 , which is typ𝝏𝒓
ical for entropic forces. We conclude that the analysis of the Jeans instability sheds light
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on the entropic nature of the gravity force, at least in the isothermal situation, addressed
in ref. 7.
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